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distances cost less energetically than those to
equivalently shorter ones. One might therefore
think that longer bonds would form far more
readily than shorter ones. Indeed, spectacu-
larly long bonds of more than 1.7 Å have been
reported4. However, the potential energy is
virtually symmetric near the bottom of the
potential well, like the potential-energy well of
a simple ball-and-spring model of a molecule
(Fig. 1a). Empirically (from 50,000 hits
obtained from the Cambridge Structural
Database5), observed C–C bond lengths are
distributed with no apparent skew towards
longer bonds well past the three-standard-
deviation (3) mark (bond length r 1.53 Å,
0.015 Å; Fig. 1b). This result is consistent

with Huntley and colleagues’ computation that
a compression of 0.05 Å would ‘cost’ only 
0.7 kJ per mol more than elongation. To a
chemist thinking of the distribution as being
equilibrated at room temperature, such an
energy difference would suggest a long-to-
short ratio of 3:4 in the numbers of C–C bonds.
With such a wide range of ‘naturally’ occur-
ring bonds, the design component becomes a
novelty only at deviations beyond 6 (about
0.1 Å), with especial interest focused on devi-
ations of more than 10 (0.15 Å) — bonds
longer than 1.7 Å or shorter than 1.4 Å. At
such extremes, the asymmetry of the poten-
tial-energy well does play a substantial role in
the energetics, and this is also reflected in the
bond-length distribution. In particular, exper-
imentally sound C–C bond distances below
1.4 Å are big news. 
Coincidentally, Huntley et al.estimate that
the hypothetical energy required to compress
a C–C bond by 10% (0.15 Å) is roughly 10%
(38 kJ per mol) of the bond energy, if directed
along the bonding axis. This energy require-
ment would essentially preclude the natural
formation of structures with very short C–C
bonds, and would relegate such bonds to the
non-natural products pursued by those

engaged in chemical design and synthesis.
How might one go about designing a short
C–C single bond? Let’s begin by recognizing
that an observed molecular structure is a
structure in equilibrium, where the forces are
balanced and potential energy is minimized.
Distortion of a ball-and-spring model of a
molecule reveals that molecules respond to
stresses by distributing the energy into a vari-
ety of distortion modes, favouring those
modes for which the forces can be balanced
with minimum increase in internal energy6.
This is sometimes presented as a sort of struc-
tural compensation principle, in which
stretching one bond correlates with shrinking
another, or the widening of one angle corre-
lates with the narrowing of another. One
example is that of octahedral distortions, in
which the lengths of bonds to ligands in axial
positions correspond inversely to those in the
equatorial plane.
To make a C–C bond shorter, one needs to
push, clamp or tug the carbons together while
providing a scaffolding that is sufficiently 
stiff. Distances between non-bonded atoms,
dihedral angles and bond angles all provide
‘softer’ distortion modes (that is, weaker
spring potentials) than bond-length distor-
tions to dissipate strain energy and weaken the
compression. The use of axial symmetry can
help to focus the compression along the bond-
ing axis. Thus, the three-fold symmetric cages
presented by Huntley and colleagues1make
good design sense.
As a historical note, it should be remem-
bered that the pursuit of molecules with com-
pressed bonds started before the advent of
routine X-ray and computational ab initio
analysis. Examples are hexaisopropylbenzene7,
the ‘iron maidens’ (cyclophanes) of Robert
Pascal8,9and intermediates en route to the
‘bird-cage’ hydrocarbons10,11. All of these 
display large shifts in their carbon–hydrogen
infrared stretching modes, a sign that they

possess compressed carbon–hydrogen bonds.
In the case of bird-cage hydrocarbons, that
bond length was found by neutron diffraction
to be 1.078 Å, compared with the standard
average length of 1.115 Å. 
Coupled with chemical synthesis and struc-
ture elucidation, molecular design has long
been an engine of creativity in chemistry. The
notion of squeezing C–C bonds may seem
pure game-playing, or a fashion that won’t last
beyond the current season. But it is simply one
aspect of molecular design, and a myriad of
problems involving extreme molecular geom-
etries can be envisaged. For example, from the
idea of a squeezed bond, one might try to cre-
ate a molecular gauge in which the distortions
of a common scaffold would be translated 
to an energy of compression for a variety of
compressed central bonds. In any case, the
Cambridge Structural Database5is an invalu-
able reference for what is ‘normal’: from there,
designing the abnormal may lead to a deeper
understanding of chemical structure. ■
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When food gets scarce, cannibalism
is always an option. In times of
famine, soil-dwelling Bacillus subtilis
bacteria (pictured) shut down,
forming tough spores that can 
lie dormant for years. But before
that, they stock up on nutrients 
by releasing a toxin that kills 
off their neighbouring siblings 
and then feed off the remains of 
the dead cells. But how do the 
toxin-producing bugs shield
themselves from the poison’s 
deadly effects? Craig Ellermeier 
et al.(Cell124,549–559; 2006)
have unravelled the surprisingly

simple mechanism that protects the
toxin-producers.
When nutrients are in short
supply, a protein called SpoOA is
activated to coordinate the cells’
response. This regulator seems to be
controlled by a bistable genetic switch
such that it is turned on in only
about half of the cells in a bacterial
population. The activated SpoOA
triggers manufacture of the toxin
(SdpC) and an ‘immunity’ protein. 
With some nifty genetics,
Ellermeier et al. have identified 
the immunity protein and worked
out how it is regulated. The key to

the process is the fact that the
immunity protein is also a 
signal-transduction protein that
controls its own synthesis. As 
toxin accumulates outside the 
cell, the immunity protein — which 
lies in the cell membrane — mops 
it up, preventing the cell from 
being killed.
At the same time, the toxin works
with the immunity protein to grab
hold of a repressor protein in the cell
and tether it to the cell membrane.
The repressor normally inhibits the
gene that encodes the immunity
protein, but it cannot function when
bound to the membrane. So the cell
keeps pumping out more immunity
protein. When all the toxin is
mopped up, free repressor starts to

accumulate, shutting down further
synthesis of the immunity protein.
Thus, the cell produces only as much
immunity protein as it needs.
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